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ABSTRACT
Pluggable controllers are a different way to design control constructors such as if, while, do, switch, and operators such as short circuit conjunction (&&) and the “?.” operator of the Swift programming language. Adoption of pluggable controllers enables the final user to modify and extend the control flow constructs (if, while, etc.) of an underlying programming language, the same way they can do if they implement functions such as printf and class String in a standard library.

In modular, pluggable controller based language design, beside core control constructors, there are others, defined in standard libraries, with the purpose of augmenting and enriching the language. These pluggable controllers are extensible and replaceable. Being less intertwined in the main language, control constructor libraries can evolve independently from it, and their releases do not mandate new language releases.

We illustrate the implementation of pluggable controllers using Lola, a powerful language-independent preprocessor and macro language. We demonstrate the introduction of new pluggable controllers with two case studies. The implementation of a Java stenography based on prevalent Java idioms, called “nano-patterns” or nanos, and the introduction in Java of new code constructs inspired by the Mathematica language’s commands.

1 Introduction
A recent publication [1] described a preliminary new perspective of viewing keywords such as if and while as library functions such as printf: standardized, but user extendable and replaceable. In this work, we expand on this vision, demonstrating the extension of Java with control keywords for two applications: a stenography for a concrete nano-patterns language whose prevalence in Java was previously demonstrated [2] and the implementation of Mathematica-like control structure in Java.

1.1 Control Constructors
Control Constructors are defined as those elements of a programming language that make it possible to assemble commands. In textbooks [3–5] as well as in classic works on programming languages [6–9], it is reported that there are essentially three kinds of control constructors:

| Sequential | Iterative | Conditional |

A further distinction can be made between atomic and compound commands, where the latter are formed by primitive and other smaller compound commands. In Pascal, for example, atomic commands are the empty command, the assignment, and the procedure call. On the other hand, Begin...end is the sequential constructor, whereas While...do... is an iterative constructor, and, If...then... is a conditional constructor.

In real languages, there is no sharp separation between expressions and commands. Many operators that form expressions can act as control constructors. This is the case of standard short circuits operators such as “&&” and “||”, and standard conditional operators such as “? : : “. Other examples worth mentioning are represented by:

1. The “,” (comma) operator of C (the sequential comma operator of C).
2. The “||” operator, which “provides a default value”, the Python variant of a short circuit.
3. The “??” operator (null coalescing) of C#.
4. The “?.” operator (fluency on null) of Swift.
5. The “noexcept” operator of C++, recently introduced, which guards against exceptions.
These operators can be expressed in terms of sequential, iterative, and conditional control constructors (henceforth, “SIC”). Structured programming [7] is defined by the notion of SIC, meaning that SIC are sufficient to impose structure on the unstructured. In fact, any program that has goto instructions in it can automatically be converted into an equivalent one that uses only SIC [10].

Concrete languages sometimes deviate from the traditional concept of SIC. A typical example is the while command of Python that has its peculiar else. Another example is represented by the different ways switch statements deal with fall-through cases, which is different in some languages. Variations and diversifications also appear in the semantics of

```
try...catch...finally
```

blocks. Language engineers, developers and practitioners are generally interested in using new language features that are likely to enhance their productivity, efficiency and reduce their errors. In general, the creativity of language engineers slows down after a language’s first release. Even small changes to a (successful) language definition might have unpredictable, potentially negative effects in the least expected places [11, p.497–508].

For the above reason, the long time taken before introducing the switching on strings feature in Java (see Fig. 1) is understandable. It took around twenty years from proposal1 to implementation2—probably because of worries about its implications for engineers.

```
public static void main(String[] args) {
  for (String arg: args)
    if (arg.equals("-c") || arg.equals("--bytes"))
      ...
    else if (arg.equals("-m") || arg.equals("--chars"))
      ...
    else if (arg.equals("-w") || arg.equals("--words"))
      ...
    else if (arg.equals("-l") || arg.equals("--lines"))
      ...
    else if (arg.equals("-h") || arg.equals("--help"))
      ...
    else if (arg.equals("--version"))
      ...
  }
```

Figure 1: Java code with multiple comparisons of the same string variable with a sequence of string literals.

The drawback of the prudence characteristic of language architects, when it comes to introducing new features, is that it might negatively affect software systems. For example, consider that the late introduction of generics in Java forced developers to use the unsafe Vector as a substitute.

### 1.2 A Modular, Plugin-Oriented Approach

This paper raises the idea that the design of programming languages, specifically in respect to their control constructors’ design, may follow a different, modular plug-in oriented approach. This proposal suggests that a programming language should have a number of core control constructors, whereas additional and more sophisticated control constructors, which we called pluggable controllers, can be defined in standard libraries of controllers, similar to what happens with functions such as printf in C or classes such as String in Java.

This approach promotes the decoupling between the controllers and the language architecture, leaving to both sides the freedom to evolve independently. This solution has advantages in different scenarios. The final user would be able to modify and extend the control flow constructs such as if, while, etc. of an underlying programming language. Language designers would be able to experiment new features before changing the language architecture. The proposed approach could also foster more sound discussions on the introduction of new features inside the users community.

The problem of the modularization of languages components is the main problem of Modular Language Development, a research branch that investigates how to componentize language design. Several solutions to the problem of componentization are available—see, for example, Cazzola and Vacchi [12] which adopt a solution based on Traits [13].

Another approach exploits the concept of extensible language, which presents some challenges such as that of adapting the parser according to language evolution [14].

### 1.3 Lola

The imposition of a new code constructors on an underlying language can be done using Lola [15], the Language Of Language Amendment, which is a modern, language-independent, preprocessor and macro language, orientated to language extension. Lola makes it possible to augment and amend syntactical constructs of any host language.

Lola works like a filter [16] (see also [17, Sect. 3.1]) that converts an input stream comprising tokens of different kinds into an output stream. Lola allows designers to extend and enrich existing languages with new constructors without affecting languages architecture, since plugged controllers can be defined in Lola configuration files. In addition, with Lola, experiments on new language features can be conducted in controlled environments by scholars, designers and practitioners.

### 1.4 Nano-Patterns

A nano-pattern is a recurring solution adopted by developers, for a common task that involves control constructors. The fact that they are recurring solutions means that they are used often by developers. Another possible interpretation is that they are workarounds that developers found to overcome languages restrictions. In a previous study, it has been shown that there exist a number of prevalent nano-patterns. With the term “prevalent” we mean that they recur often in software systems. These solutions are potential candidates for inclusion as new language features—which can be done painlessly with a pluggable controllers approach.


http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/technotes/guides/language/strings-switch.html
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1.5 Contribution

The present paper makes several contributions:

- We propose a novel, modular approach to the design of control constructors, the use of pluggable controllers. This approach makes it easier to add new (experimental) features to an existing programming language.
- We introduce Lola, a new preprocessor and macro language, oriented to language augmentation. We illustrate its syntax, work flow and present some meaningful examples.
- We further discuss the concept of nano-patterns (from now on nanos), introduced in previous works [1] as recurring solutions adopted by developers, to common tasks that involve control constructors.
- We demonstrate how to impose pluggable controllers on top of Java using Lola. Specifically, we present two case studies that show a specific usage of control constructors: a new stenography for Java nano-patterns and the Java implementation of common Mathematica commands.

Outline: The paper is organized as follows. Sect. 2 illustrates some basic concepts to establish a common vocabulary. Sect. 3 presents Lola, the Language Of Language Amendment. Sect. 4 describes the two case studies above mentioned. Sect. 5 discusses some practical applications and outlines some promising avenues for researchers and practitioners. Sect. 6 reports on related work. Sect. 7 concludes and suggests future directions for this research.

2 Background

2.1 Pluggable Controllers

The following is an intuitive definition of pluggable controllers:

Pluggable Controllers

Controllers should be just like functions and classes found in a library: standardized, yet extendable and replaceable.

The term controller in this definition encompasses both classical control constructs such as while and if \( \cdots \) else, and operators such as “??” that control the order of evaluation of their arguments. According to the pluggable controllers approach, a language has only essential, built-in SIC. A standard library of varieties of controllers complements the basic SIC. For example, built-in might be the following:

\[ \{c_1; \cdots; c_n\} \]  

(2.1)

or

\[ \text{while} \ (e) \ c \]  

(2.2)

and

\[ \text{if} \ (e) \ c_1 \ \text{else} \ c_2, \]  

(2.3)

while a standard library contains for, do and switch. In any case, the library is not sealed. On the contrary, developers may add their own control constructors, e.g., adding

\[ \text{while} \ (e) \ c_1 \ \text{else} \ c_2 \]  

(2.4)

to Java. With pluggable controllers, extending switch to strings becomes possible using by library evolution rather than a new language version. Further, no disturbance to the language’s core should occur by adding a “??” operator to it. Pluggable controllers join the trend of parameterization of programming languages’ elements.

Historically, standard procedures such as Write were hardwired in many programming languages, and the same happens today, even in contemporary languages such as AWK. Pascal was the first language to introduce pre-defined procedures such as Writeln, functions such as Sin, literals such as true, and types such as Integer. These predefined types, functions, literals or procedures can be overridden by developers when necessary. Likewise, in C, anyone can produce their own version of printf from the standard <stdio.h> library. In Java, the atomic types, e.g., int, double and boolean, are built-in, whereas their Go equivalent are pre-defined.

2.2 Nano-Patterns

The definition of nano-patterns (or simply nanos) was introduced at the end of the seminal work on Micro-Patterns [18] and lately used by authors such as Singer et al. [19] and Batarseh [20], who provided their definitions. In this paper we use the following definition:

Nano-Patterns (intuitive definition)

A nano-pattern (or nano) is a pattern of (typically less than a dozen) control constructs, which recurs frequently, serving common or similar purpose, yet cannot be abstracted easily by a function.

Our working hypothesis was that ordinary control constructors are designed with a prudent view of their usability. At the same time, nanos leverage a unique way of using control constructors that emerges from their function, heretofore not necessarily discerned by language designers. Moreover, the different ways in which control constructors may be used are not static but evolve over time. They are continually being developed and perfected in many specific domains.

A case in point regards the nanos of iterations that were not included in the design of traditional languages. Consider the design of a pluggable controller that captures the following nano\(^3\) in Java code:

\[ \text{while} \ (e) \ c \]  

(2.2)

\[ \text{while} \ (e) \ c_1 \ \text{else} \ c_2 \]  

(2.5)

\(^3\)This is actually a control constructor in Python.
Introducing this pluggable controller in Java might be worth the effort depending on the frequency of the patterns using if and the auxiliary variables required to capture its behavior. The same applies to other constructs that capture recurring tasks such as “apply an and/or/sum” and other associating operations on Iterables or “iterate, zipper style, on two lists.” A high frequency of reuse may suggest that developers would gain some benefits by the introduction of a pluggable controller. In order to avoid dangerous side effects on the language architecture, the proposed solution is to place controllers in a library rather than in the language core.

In a previous work, a catalog of 38 nanos was identified through a process that includes an initial subjective scrutiny and successive further evaluations using the objective prevalence threshold test against a baseline corpus [2]. All the found nanos are:

- Traceable, using an appropriate parser (our nano tracer).
- Purposeful, because they are aimed at performing a specific programming task.
- Prevalent, according to the definition that follows.

The Prevalence of a nano in a given project of a corpus is equivalent to the number of times that it recurs in that specific project. A nano is “prevalent” if its prevalence value is higher than a given prevalence threshold. The prevalence threshold \( \rho \) is defined as the fraction of projects of a corpus, for which nano prevalence is higher than a given reuse threshold. Here we are considering \( \rho = 0.5 \), as in reference [2]. The reuse threshold \( r_\theta \) of a project \( p \) is computed similarly to the way done for the popular h-index [21] of a researcher. A project \( p \) has a method reuse index \( r \) if it has \( r \)-methods that are reused \( r \) times or more. Thus a nano meets the prevalence threshold criterion if its prevalence is higher than the reuse threshold in, at least, 50% of the projects in a corpus \( C \).

The prevalence threshold criterion is robust, objective and filters out irrelevant or domain specific candidate nanos. The reuse index is more robust than other statistics such as mean and median [22]. In fact, reuse is characterized by a long tail distribution as it happens in many software engineering contexts [23–26]. Being based on the h-index, also the r-index presents the same advantages, apart from the mentioned robustness, such as the fact that it captures the “core” of projects’ methods, namely those that are more reused. The insensitiveness towards small values (low reuse of methods) allows to filter out those values that are related to project idiosyncratic features [27]. At the same time, the r-index “inherits” from the h-index some of its drawbacks. When it is used to compare different projects, it is needed to take into account that there are intrinsic differences between projects, such as their age. The reuse threshold tends to mitigate some of these drawbacks. Moreover, when comparing the r-indexes of two projects, the only thing that matters is that it refers to the “core” methods. Two projects with the same r-index are treated as equivalent, even if there are marked differences in terms of total number of reuse or maximum number of reuse. From a different perspective, this can be considered an advantage because it means that the r-index implicitly ignores outliers.

Table 1 lists 19 out of the 38 nanos in the original catalog [2]. These nanos are those that involve SICs. This new catalog has two categories: “Expressions and Command Elaborators” and “Operation and Operators on Multitudes.” Nanos included in the first category are used to manage small errors and exceptional values, substituting missing values with default ones, guarding against null parameters or missing pre-conditions in method execution and handling unusual control flow. The second category covers simple operations on multitudes (i.e., arrays, lists, sets, etc.) including but not limited to: retrieving subsets of values, applying commands, computing cardinality of a multitude, etc. The second column provides the names of the nanos, whereas the third column presents their Intent, which is a description of their purpose, written in pseudo code. It is worth noting that often a nanos’ name is obtained by juxtaposing the corresponding pseudo code keywords. For example, the following code describes the intent of the nano evaluateUnlessDefaultsTo:

\[
\text{[ Evaluate ] } e \text{ unless } b \text{ [ default } e' \text{ ]},
\]  

which captures the following Java snippet of code like:

\[
\text{pos > 0 ? pos - 1 : 0}
\]

The pseudo code adopts the following conventions: C—command, e—expression, p—predicate, M—Multitude (i.e., an array, stream, list, set, collection, etc.), b—Boolean expression, i—Identifier, T—Type, and, X—Exception type. The fourth column reports the prevalence. Its values are related to the first, baseline, corpus, called Gil-Lalouche Corpus (from now on GL Corpus). It is composed of 26 popular projects selected from the GitHub’s TrendingWikiBookJavaIdiom repositories augmented by the GitHub Java Corpus list due to Allamanis and Sutton [28]. See Table 2 for a list of the projects. This corpus was previously used in other independent research [29].
The complete study regarded a total of 78 Java projects, split into three parts: 26 belong GL Corpus, 26 are the most starred GitHub Java projects and the remaining 26 are the most starred Android GitHub projects at the time we collected the projects. The GL corpus was used as a training corpus. At first the initial catalog of candidates was collected, through a process of pattern harvesting, by analyzing a set of six Java projects (partially overlapping with the GL corpus). Next, the prevalence of each nano belonging the initial catalog of candidates, was computed on the GL corpus. Following this, the nans whose prevalence is lower than the prevalence threshold, were discarded. Finally, the prevalence was computed for the projects of the remaining corpora (testing corpus). Information regarding the reproducibility appears in Table 2.

### 3 Lola

Lola combines computational expressiveness with minimal syntax. This is made possible through the adoption of Python as an underlying computation model. Lola also includes high level pattern matching, independence from the host language and a declarative nature (achieved with directives from C). Lola input is composed of host tokens—those of the host language, Python snippets of code. Lola keywords and user defined keywords. In order to distinguish the host-tokens from the Lola keyword (such as #find and #replace), the former are defined in an XML configuration file.

The output stream is the result of the application of “directives” found in the input stream to subsequent input. The directives correspond to macros whose invocation is triggered by a pattern matching engine that relies on regular expressions over the input tokens. This makes it possible to augment the host language syntax without having to meddle with the language semantics. Macros are expanded to equivalent constructs written in the host language syntax. They can also be expanded in the augmented syntax, with the purpose of being further expanded by other Lola macros to code in the host language such as Java or C.

There are two kinds of directives: Generators and Lexies. Generators are constructs that use Generating Expressions (GEs) to return sequences of host-tokens inside the output stream. We can distinguish between two kinds of generators: atomic or constructor. Examples of atomic generators are ##, ##Include and ##Import. Constructors are, for example, ##If, ##Unless and ##Case. When the
preprocessor encounters generators, it pauses the process of copying host tokens from the input to the output stream and inserts into the stream the result of the generating expression.

Lexies are Lola’s basic elements of computation and contain the instructions that determine the outcome of the Lola execution. In practice, they describe the augmentation to the host language. The augmentation is expressed in terms of extended Regular Expressions (REs). When the preprocessor finds a lexi in the source code, it tries to match the RE reported in \#find directives against the subsequent tokens. Lexies are structured in sections, with a Declarative Header, an Action Section, and a Declarative Footer. Sections may occur in any order. Directives such as \#find and \#description belong to the Declarative Header, which contains the RE that can be matched by the subsequent host language tokens. Section such as \#replace and \#run belong to the Action Section, which contains the elaborators for the code matching REs in previous sections. The Declarative Footer usually contains directives such as \#example and \#log, used for documentation purposes.

GEs and REs are both Compound Objects of Lola. GEs are used as conditional commands (i.e., \#if, \#unless, etc.) or to iterate over the elements of a collection (usually a list) such as in the case of \#foreach. REs appears in a lexi after the \#find directive. When the input stream RE matches, Lola creates a Python object that contains information about the location in the input. This information is accessible by the other directive such as \#run and \#replace in other sections of the lexi. For example, it is possible to access the self and _str_ attributes (and many others).

In sum, the Lola workflow is the following: Lola tries to match the pattern reported in the \#find directive. When it succeeds, this triggers, for example, the \#replace directive reported in Fig. 4, which replaces the found pattern with code written in the host language. Patterns are extended regular expressions (REs). Whenever a snippet of code matches with a RE, Lola creates a Python reifying object, which can be manipulated. The computation performed by a lexi include code replacement, but a lexi can also invoke Python code.

Lola’s syntax strives to adhere to English sentence structure. Furthermore, it uses capitalization conventions to make code easier to read: @CamelCase conversion is used for constructors and @camelCase is for elaborators. The use of abbreviations or acronyms, including those of familiar terms such as EOF it is strongly discouraged. Lola can be used also for computing code metrics, enforcing code standards, and adding a C preprocessor functionality to any programming language. Nevertheless, its main purpose is to allow developers to introduce new keywords and operators, and in general, new syntax to the host language.

4 Case Studies

In the present Section we demonstrate the use of Lola to implement custom pluggable controllers with two specific goals:

1. To implement a Java Stenography.
2. To define new commands taken from a different programming language, Mathematica.

4.1 Stenography for Java Nano-Patterns

Stenography\(^7\) is defined as “an abbreviated symbolic writing method that increases speed and brevity of writing as compared to longhand, a more common method of writing a language”\(^8\). The idea behind a stenography for Java nanopatterns, comes from the experience common to any developer. Everyone has written a lot of code is familiar with the feeling of repetitively writing small fragments of code. Although frequent fragments may take only few seconds to be written, if their frequency is high it may lead to a non-trivial effort for the developers, on the long run. With this mind, it is easy to understand that a stenography for nano-patterns is likely to increase programmers’ productivity, by shortening the syntactic structure of several code constructs.

Nano-patterns are common Java idioms that have been proven to be recurring, namely prevalent, in a meaningful dataset of Java software systems. Since they refers to working code, their Lola implementation preserve the semantics in the host language. Table 1 provides the proposed stenography in the Intent column. Due to space constraints, we are going to illustrate two significant examples, one for each group. Specifically, for the first group we are illustrating notNullRequired nano whereas for the second group we are describing forEach.

Each snippet of code has a similar structure. The top part present a lexi, which reports the directives written in Lola language. These directives determine the substitutions of the tokens in the input stream. In the bottom part is reported the code governed by Lola. We can distinguish three kinds of keywords: host specific (Java keywords in this case), Lola’s built-in (beginning with a double hash character \#). These are reserved keywords. Finally we have user defined keywords, defined in Lola directives that, by convention, begin with a single hash character \#. For example in Fig. 4 we have:

- \#safe that is a new defined keyword.
- \#find, \#NoneOrMore, \#Either, \#or, \#separator, \#Any, are Lola’s keywords.
- \#ArgumentDeclaration, \#Identifier, \#SafeArgumentDeclarationList, \#Type are not primitive Lola’s keywords, but are defined in a separate \#find directives contained in the std.lola library.
- \int and return are Java keywords.

The first is an \#Iimport directive:

\[
\text{\#Import "std.lola"}
\]

which is used to access to predefined directives. In fact, \#ArgumentDeclaration, \#Identifier.

\(^7\) Also known as shorthand writing.
\(^8\) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shorthand
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The fundamental directive is `##Find`: It allows Lola to find sequences of tokens (patterns) in the input stream that match a specific extended regular expression (RE). For example in Fig. 5 the RE is the following:

```python
for (##Any(loop) | ##Expression(filter)) ##Any(statements)
```

When a match is found Lola may trigger a number of actions, such as the substitution or deletion of elements, the recording of elements for later use, etc. The most common directive is the substitution according to the instruction found in the `##replace` directive (after the homonym reserved keyword). On occasion, it is possible to run Python script of code inside the `##run` directive. The mentioned Python code must be surrounded by curly braces.

Whenever a pattern matches, Lola creates a Python reifying object which can be manipulated in the `##run` section. The results of the matches are stored in variables whose identifiers correspond to the parameters of the directives. In case of multiple values, they are stored in lists.

For example, eq. (4.2) shows the use of an atomic RE. `##Any` is used to match a pattern and the second with the `##Expression` parameter. `##Expression` and `##Statement` are the names of the variables in the reifying object. `##Expression` is a not a build keyword but is defined in the `std.lola` library.

### 4.1.1 The `nullRequired` Nano

The `nullRequired` is used to guard against null expressions. In case the expression is null the method returns. The lexi appears at the beginning of the code reported in Fig. 4. It introduces a user defined keyword called `safe`. The `safe` modifier is applied to the parameters `x` and `s` of the method declaration at the bottom. It is used to check if the `safe` parameters are null. In this case the method returns.

The first `##Find` directive defines the first pattern, which consists in a `safe` modifier followed by the classic Java syntax for methods parameters. This is defined in the `##ArgumentDeclaration` directive in the imported `std.lola` library. Each match is stored in `SafeArgumentDeclaration`.

In the second `##Find`, `RE` matches if it finds:

1. one or more standard (unsafe) parameters declaration;
2. one or more `safe` parameters declaration;
3. both the first and the second case interleaved (`##Either`);
4. none of them (`##NoneOrMore`).

In the third `##Find`, the `RE` matches the method declaration. Finally the `##replace` directive perform the substitution. It is worth to note the use of Python code, and specifically of the method `join` of the `String` class, inside a list comprehension expression, to generate the output. This script have access to

```java
int f(Integer x, String s) {
    Objects.requireNonNull(x);
    Objects.requireNonNull(s);
    return x + Integer.parse(s);
}
```

The Java implementation is reported in Fig. 2. It exploits the `java.util.Objects` class which includes 9 static methods to work on objects. For each method argument `x` with `safe` modifier, adds a call to the static method `Objects.requireNonNull(x)` at the start of the method’s body. This specific implementation throws `NullPointerException` when one of `safe` arguments is `null`. However, we can think of other actions that can be done (i.e., printing a warning, returning null, etc.).

### 4.1.2 The `forEach` Nano

For each implements a filtered `forEach` loop. It is used to apply a command by iterating over a multiset or a subset of a multiset (as it happens in SQL). The lexi reported in Fig. 5 have a single `##Find` directive, that matches a pattern that includes an enhanced `for` loop and an expression separated by a `pipe` character `|`. The loop contains statements that are applied just if the expression after `|` is `true`.

```java
for (final Integer i : nums()) {
    if (i%2==0)
        continue;
    f(i);
}
```

Fig. 3 shows the Java code in output. The loop iterates over an `Iterable` returned by the `nums()` method, skipping the elements that do not satisfy the predicate `p` - in this case, if they are not even numbers. `p` can be a lambda expression.

### 4.2 Mathematica’s Commands in Java

In the present section we present, as case study, the introduction of new commands in Java using Lola. We are particularly interested is on some commands of Mathematica, a popular language for technical computing. Mathematica presents several control structures that differs from those available in Java.

Table 3 reports the selection of the Mathematica’s commands that we implemented. The second column reports the command in the Mathematica syntax, that is also the stenographic convention we adopted in the implementation. Descriptions are taken from the Mathematica documentation. Due to space constraints we are illustrating only one of the most meaningful commands, represented by the `Do` command.
4.3 Loops: the Do Command

The Do has multiple options and can be used in different ways. An example is reported in eq. (4.3): It iterates n times expr.

\[
\text{Do}[\text{expr}, n]
\]

(4.3)

Fig. 6 reports the lexi and the Java code governed by Lola. It is possible to see the use of the \#run directive: the doName variable is elaborated in the successive \#replace directive as well as the times parameter of \#Literal and the ee parameter of \#Any in the \#Find directive.

```java
public void foo(){
    do[f(), {5}];
    do[g(), {15}];
}
```

Figure 7: Java output for Do

Developers trained in the functional programming school, may find useful to use also in Java list expressions such as:

```java
#sum #apply (_.-> 1./(_.*_.)) #to primes();
```

Another possible application is represented by the development of libraries to deal with common tasks such as logging or interacting with SQL. As an example, consider Mockito, a popular “mocking framework for unit tests.

5 Discussion

Several opportunities may derive from the adoption of a pluggable, modular approach for programming language design. With every likelihood, some innovations in languages design might have been introduced faster and earlier. Also discussions around the new features would have been more sound, because supported by more realistic evidence of their feasibility and impact on languages architecture. In this work we are specifically interested in the design of control constructors. Lola is certainly helpful in this regards. Its preprocessing and macro language capabilities allow the final user to augment a language with new controllers (in a pluggable way) without affecting the language architecture.

With every likelihood using Lola we could have had switch on strings by augmenting the language with a library without changing the language version. It would have been the same for the C#’s ?. operator\(^{10}\). Other improvements made possible by Lola is the multi-way, non-fall through branching conditional operator. And this would have been made using standard libraries of varieties, without changing language’s core.

Some language extensions, such as the ?. operator, are expected to be widely adopted by any kind of user, meaning that everyone is expected to eventually use them. Other application may be related to specific tasks. Programmers writing tests for an experts system may wish to define their own control constructors to support declarative tests such as:

```java
#Tweaking "int␣i=3;i+=2;" #gives "int␣i=5;"
```

\(^9\)https://reference.wolfram.com/language/tutorial/LoopsAndControlStructures.html

in Java”. Using a future (not the current) release of Lola, Mockito’s developers would be able to write the following snippet of code11:

```java
Iterator i = mock(Iterator.class);
when(i.next()).thenReturn("Hello").thenAnswer(new Answer<String>() {              
    public Object answer(InvocationOnMock invocation) throws Throwable {
        String result = i.next() + "\n";
        assertEquals("Hello\n", result);
        return "Hello, World\n";
    }
}).thenReturn(new Answer<String>() {              
    public Object answer(InvocationOnMock invocation) throws Throwable {
        return "World!";
    }
}).thenAnswer(new Answer<String>() {              
    public Object answer(InvocationOnMock invocation) throws Throwable {
        return "Hello, World\n";
    }
}).thenReturn(new Answer<String>() {              
    public Object answer(InvocationOnMock invocation) throws Throwable {
        return "Hello, World\n";
    }
}).thenReturn(new Answer<String>() {              
    public Object answer(InvocationOnMock invocation) throws Throwable {
        return "World!";
    }
});
```

which is arguably more explanatory. With the present version of Lola it is not possible to implement the latest code, but it will be possible in the next release, currently under development.

In the Lola version, the following

```java
#inlining...#to...
```

is a user defined control constructor, which can be seen as a syntactic sugar of the following instruction:

```
inliningInt(<int, i=3; i=2; .. , "int, i=5; " >);
```

In another form, using an appropriate fluent API library we have:

```
inlining("int, i=3; i=2; ..
"int, i=5; ");
```

Lola can be seen as a special case of syntactic sugaring, task that is well performed by tools such as SugarJ [30], Racket [31] or Occam through Camlp4 [32]. Since Lola’s focus is specifically on language extension it is possible to envision a rather coherent ensemble of applications of the idea of language extension, such as a definition of a DSL like fluent API. Lola can certainly be used during the DSLs development. At the same time, Lola itself can be seen as a DSL which uses Macro Processing as implementation approach [33].

Many other applications of Lola are possible in the field of testing, logging, design-by-contract, etc. (see, as an example, the recent work on Seamless Requirement from Naumchev and Meyer [34]). Our current empirical study of nano-patterns in Java [2] indicates that nano-patterns occur in two thirds of methods, about half of the statements, third of conditional statements and 90% of all iterative statements, in the Gil-Lafouche corpus [29].

The basic scenario for Lola is that of language extension, amendment or augmentation. Users involved are developers, language engineers or advanced users interested in extending a General Purpose (GPL) or Domain Specific (DSL) host language. Apart from learning Lola’s syntax (which, in the authors’ opinion, should not have a steep learning curve for an average developer) the users need to know Python. This can be seen as a drawback of Lola. However, this issue is common to other similar solutions such as SugarJ [30], which presumes the knowledge of SDF [35] and Stratego [36]. On the other end, the use of Python might represent an opportunity, since its popularity [37,38], exposes Lola to a wider developers’ community.

If language specification changes, this might in principle alter the behavior of the stencigraphic form of a nanopattern imposed by Lola. In general, it is developers’ responsibility to adjust Lola libraries according to the specification changes, so to guarantee upward compatibility. Nano-patterns have been proven to be popular solutions to small programming tasks, as results from their prevalence values. If we look at the baseline corpus described in Table 2, which represents a subset of the entire analyzed corpus, we find that the average work volume is, on average, 327.46 days (median 199 days), with a time range that spans from 2011 to 2014. During this time the Java Language Specification changed from version 3 (JLS3, 2004) [39] to 4 (JLS4, 2011) [40]. The JLS4 specification introduced important features, such as binary literals, diamond operators for generic type inference, etc.

Dyer et al., in their large scale investigation of Java projects hosted on SourceForge 12, found that new features are used by developers before the official release of the specification, taking advantage of the beta/pre-releases [41]. More likely than not, also the developers who worked on the projects included in the baseline corpus, adopted new language features during the development process. This means that the analysis is already, implicitly, taking into account the upward compatibility. In fact, the most prevalent nanopatterns emerged from source code that is likely to include both old and new features. This might suggest that either

---

12https://sourceforge.net/
nano-patterns capture language constructs that were not interested by changes in the specification, or those that were affected by the mentioned changes, if present, did not pass our prevalence test.

Moreover, Dyer et al. found also that the majority of newly introduced language features are rarely used by developers [41], with few meaningful exception. According to Qiu et al. [42], who conducted a large-scale study on the use of Java constructs, the distribution of syntactic rules usage is Zipfian, with 20% of the most-used rules accounting for 85% of all rule usage, whereas the 65% of the least-used rules is used less than 5%. The same authors show that the adoption of new rules varies over time and it is contextual [42]. These findings might suggest that the problem of upward compatibility is not so significant in practice, being in fact mitigated by the tendency of developers to be, to a certain extent, recalcitrant to employ newly introduced features. Moreover, the decision to adopt an h-index variation as a reuse measure, is aimed at balancing the effect of such kind of statistical distribution, as discussed in Sect. 2.2.

6 Related Work

6.1 Lola

6.1.1 Embedded languages

Lola can be seen as an embedded language. The embedded text is distinguished by the host text because it is preceded by a hash character and ends with an un-escaped end-of-line character. The most trivial example involves comments. To a certain extent, also comments and string literals can be seen as embedded language. In Java, for example, comments begin and end with specific character sequences, /* and */, respectively for the beginning and end of the comment. The same applies to JavaDoc comments. Inside a comment, text is treated differently than in regular code.

The most relevant example is represented by PHP, where commands are embedded in HTML [43] pages. Other meaningful examples are ASP [44] and JSP [45], which adopted the same idea. More recently we have a number of examples of DSL languages which extend or enhance a host GPL language. They usually target specific problem, like interaction with databases as in the case of J% [46].

Lola is not an embedded language on its own. It actually embeds both the host language and Python. The host language is seen as a stream that can be manipulated, whereas Python snippets are used to compute the code processing.

6.1.2 Preprocessors

There are several preprocessors available. The C preprocessor [47], introduced in the early stages of its host language, C, is arguably the most famous text preprocessor, often identified by its acronym, CPP [48, 49]. It is almost entirely independent from the host programming language [50], to the point that it can be viewed as an independent programming language. As a programming language, the C preprocessor is limited. For example, it cannot perform iterations (loops) and it does not have conditionals on macro parameters and it does not allow recursive structure. It also has a minimal “library”.

Other popular preprocessors are PL/1 and M4 [51]. The PL/1 preprocessor is similar to the C preprocessor in some respects (i.e., built-in types, directives, etc.) whereas M4 is a general language-independent preprocessor, which facilitates more complete processing (it allows recursive calls and has conditional constructs) if compared to the other above mentioned [52] preprocessors. M5 [53] is an improved version of M4.

Many preprocessors use a general purpose programming language, such as Python (e.g., Cog [13], jinja14, django15, PYM [54], pyexpander16, pypreprocessor17, Preprocessor in Python18 and Cheetah19). Others use Perl (e.g., PerlPP20).

6.1.3 Macro Languages

There are several problems with macro systems. They might capture names that are already used (Hygenic Macros solve this problem [55]). Macro systems do not usually differentiate between lexical elements of the hosting language such as expressions, identifiers, constants, etc. One preprocessor that differs in this aspect is the Marco preprocessor [56], which has a way to reduce the coupling between the host language to the macro system.

6.2 Nano-Patterns

The first appearance of the term nano-patterns was in the conclusion of a work by Gil and Maman micro-patterns [57]. Singer et al. [19], starting from a work by Høst and Østvold [58], collected a language of 17 nano-patterns, which the authors demonstrated to be prevalent (at an 80% level), traceable, and, purposeful. The names of their found nano-patterns underscore their purposefulness. Singer et al.’s catalog is at the base of studies on the relationship between nano-patterns and defectiveness [59] or vulnerabilities [60].

Differently from our catalog, Singer et al.’s catalog regards properties of methods, whereas the nanos in our catalog are found at the method, command, expression and field

14 http://jinjapocoo.org/, jinja by Armin Ronacher.
15 https://docs.djangoproject.com/en/1.7/topics/templates/, Django Software Foundation.
19 http://www.cheetahtemplate.org/, Cheetah by Tavis Rudd.
levels [2]. Singer et al.’s nanos are orthogonal. Each nano-pattern represents a binary property, meaning that it can be present or not. This property lead to the definition of composite nano-patterns, which are those that are a combination of fundamental nano-patterns.

Other works on nano-patterns are those of Batarseh [20], who presents a language formed by 16 method properties and Lee et al. [61], who report 67 attributes of different kind of nanos: method signature, body and ties of body and behavior.

6.2.1 Other Kinds of Patterns

In the software engineering literature (scientific and not), there has been a surge of interest regarding the theory and application of “design patterns”. Such patterns are a specific arrangement of object oriented components (classes, methods, inheritance) and represent recurring solutions to common design problems [62, 63]. Research interest revolves, for example, around design patterns automatic detection.

At a lower level of granularity stands the “micro patterns” (or µ-patterns), which are predicated on OO types (classes). Micro patterns reflect a specific use of OO features, such as the absence of methods, inheritance, etc. [57]. Differently from design patterns, the 27 micro patterns in Gil and Mamann’s catalog are prevalent, which means that they are present in around 75% of all classes, as empirical studies have shown [57]. Micro patterns are traceable, in the sense that they can be automatically recognized. In opposition, design patterns are not traceable [64] and many attempts have been made to formalize [65–69] and to automatically detect them [70–75].

Design patterns are also purposeful, which means that they deal with a specific problem. This is not the case of µ-patterns (they just track the presence of a coding technique), albeit the prevalence might suggest that a µ-pattern is used on purpose. The lack of purpose is also a characteristic of nano-patterns, although for a different reason. Their purpose is related to the small programming task that they carry out, and can often be learned from their name, but it is usually unrelated to the system where they occur.

6.2.2 Other Pattern-Like Constructs

A concept similar to nano-patterns is that of idioms, which are, quoting Allamanis and Sutton, “a syntactic fragment that recurs frequently across software projects and has a single semantic purpose” [76]. The main difference between idioms and nano-patterns is that the latter are not single fragments but predicates.

Notably we can find idiom catalogs for different languages, e.g., [77–80]. Also, IDEs provide support for the definition and customization of idioms [81, 82]. Some instructional/educational material on idioms is found in work whose aim is to teach idioms as programming tips [83–85].

Sutton et al. investigated the presence of idioms in generic C++ libraries, finding a high coverage (circa 85% of classes showing idioms) [86]. In a recent work, Allamanis and Sutton applied machine learning techniques to automatically detect idioms in source code. The discovered idioms included “cross-projects idioms that represent important program concepts like object creation, exception handling, etc.” with a prevalence ranging between 3% to 31%, depending on some factors (i.e., the training and testing dataset, the used parameters, etc.). From their work, we can see that the prevalence of idioms tends to be lower than that of nanos [76].

Another difference between the two constructs is that nanos are sought, whereas idioms are discovered. Some of the found idioms show semantic purposes, in the sense that they are used for object creation, exception handling, and resource management. In the literature on idioms, other relevant studies are those of Koening [87], Langer [88] and Willis [89].

6.2.3 Vocabulary vs. Structure

Vocabulary: Some related work deals with code nomenclature or the study of the vocabulary that developers use to describe program elements. Linstead et al. studied source code vocabulary and discovered the existence of naming trends related to specific syntactic elements such as classes and interfaces [90]. Enslen et al. worked on an optimized algorithm to split identifiers into words’ sequences [91]. Abebe et al. studied the evolution of vocabulary used by developers along a time line [92]. Newman et al. studied how to determine and assign lexical categories starting from source code [93].

Høst and Østvold investigated the implementation of methods from a corpus of Java applications, to determine which word is the best for a method naming [94]. In a subsequent work, they dealt with generation of “a semantics which captures our common interpretation of method names” [58]. They worked on traceable patterns and proposed a set of traceable attributes that they claim can be useful building blocks of nano-patterns.

It is worth noting that the authors explicitly claim they were not proposing nano-patterns. The way vocabulary matches the structure or not can also lead to “naming bugs”, a problem that can be mitigated by an automatic procedure. Høst and Østvold proposed automatic tool [95] to suggest proper names. Kashiwabara et al., in different works, presented techniques to identify candidate verbs for methods [96, 97]. There were some attempts to use recurring structure for software engineering purposes. Examples are works on beacons [98, 99]—stereotypical, recurring segments of code that are quickly recognized by experienced developers.

Structure: Some researchers in the area focus their efforts on investigating the recurring elements of the syntactical structure of programs. A concept similar to nano-patterns is that of stereotype. A stereotype is a syntactical structure that capture the intent of methods and classes and can be considered an extension of the micro-nano-pattern concept [100].

Andras et al. and Moreno et al. compared the outcome of the run-time with their stereotype [101], to investigate the consistency between method design and implementation [101, 102]. Qiu et al. showed that the use of syntacti-
7 Conclusion

We introduced the concept of pluggable controllers as a way to facilitate the introduction of new constructs, and explained how they can be implemented using Lola, the Language of Language Amendment, a powerful preprocessing and macro-language. Lola lets developers augment or even amend language constructors without affecting the language architecture.

This argument was illustrated by two cases study: A stenography for Java nanos and the introduction of Mathematica’s commands in Java. Nanos are recurring idioms devised by developers to perform simple tasks. In a recent study they revealed to be prevalent in Java, under a given definition of prevalence. We presented 19 nanos that belong to a wider catalog and illustrated the implementation of Java stenography based on them.

Their prevalence make them good candidates to become pluggable controllers. A stenography for nanos, such that illustrated in this work for Java—and its subsequent definition in standard libraries of pluggable controllers, is likely to improve developers efficiency by reducing coding effort.

In the present paper we reported a peculiar application of Lola. However, Lola’s applications are not limited to the extension of SIC as pluggable controllers. For example, with Lola it is possible to compute the Halstead metrics [106], simulate Aspect Oriented Programming, add syntactic sugar, and many other kinds of language augmentation [15].

Relying on a powerful preprocessing engine, Lola makes it easy to introduce augmentation. Formal and precise proofs of semantics are however difficult. Since the semantics of the underlying language is not available to preprocessors, even the formulation of precise statements on semantics seems impossible. More so, with Lola which is language independent, and draws much of its power from the loose coupling with the underlying semantics and changes made to it.

7.1 Future Work on Lola

Future works will involve both further improvement of Lola and research on the application of Lola to help developers’ work.

- Pattern matching features should be improved in order to treat string literals. The introduction of features that allow the host language to be changed on the fly would enable application of Lola’s preprocessing to mixed code (i.e., Java code with an SQL queries as happens using JDBC, etc.)

- Another promising research avenue emerges if we ponder the possibility of applying Lola to itself.

- We would like to allow users to define new Lola keywords from within Lola itself (now only possible with simple Python classes).

- Some enhancement are required to improve usability. For example, using single and double # to distinguish Lola keywords from host language identifiers might lead to some confusion. We are working on a different solution, such as using another character (e.g., @) instead of #.

7.2 Future Work on Nanos

Further research it is needed to improve the prevalence values of nano-patterns by specifically looking for new candidates in other corpora. In this work, we used a lightweight nano tracer to track the nanos in source code. Additional work it is needed to improve search possibilities in several aspects (i.e., improving the namespace analysis, etc.). The subjective and sample bias in the harvest may have led us to miss some patterns. Further efforts are needed to verify this suspicion and to extend the basic catalog.
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